PULL PARTY

Invite these STYLE SETTERS into your kitchen and bath.

1. No 8808 knob, price upon request/nan2.com
2. Atlas Steam Punk pull, $8/Modern Supply Company
3. Alno cube pull, $20/20Rock's Hardware
4. Emtek Urban Modern Octagon knob, $7.1/Phil Harris 5. Amerock Pop pull, $20/Expressions in Home Gallery
6. No 8705 Studioworks pull, price upon request/nan2.com 7. Lacava Metropolis knob, start at $1,820/Neiman Marcus
8. Rocky Mountain Hardware lab cabinet pull, $560/Pier 1 Hardware
9. Stockton wall sconce, $955/Waterworks
10. Decca soft brass cabinet knobs, $3/The Home Depot
11. Matthew Steeves Marbel Pebble pull, price upon request/EDSick
12. Metairie cabin drawer knobs, price upon request/Shirley Nagami
13. Euro Park kitchen pull, $5.75/Waterworks
14. Top knobs "Knobs" knobs, $7/Edison si Hardware
15. Lola Aruza "Honeycomb" pull, price upon request/Kagami Architecture
16. Richelieu marble knob, $35/Anthropologie
17. Schaub "Portico" sconce in stainless steel, $1,775/KC Associates
18. Studtura brass pull, $75/Faul Home
SHOW-OFFS
Create a BOLD BATH with statement-making furnishings and accessories.

1. Maven by Kelly Wearstler “Zuma” field tile. Price varies/Ann Sacks
2. Bi I Sa field “Jetorl” shower head. $2,318/Ann Sacks
3. Hardwood floor tiles. $15-$28/Mirth Studio
4. Shera Bella “Pipilo” bath tub. $30,250
5. Zscape “Louis Le Comte" bathtub. $13,995/Lauroit
6. Kallista “Prima” porcelain sink with faucet by Laura Lee. $1,915/Ann Sacks
7. Antique Colonial “Four” stand. $8,995/Perseus
8. Laura Lee Clarke & Kochi “Symphathy” soap dish. $32,494/Laurel Lee Clarke & Kochi Design
9. Trousdale Multi-Point” faucet set and cabinet pull. $746-$907 each/Pierce Fine Design Hardware & Plumbing
10. Kallista “One Decoraive” sink faucet. $1,643/Ann Sacks

(Choose one of these opulent marvels as the centerpiece of your powder bath.)

Hardware That Rocks
It seems that singer, songwriter and actor Lenny Kravitz also has a penchant for design. In a collaboration with Rocky Mountain Hardware, his eponymous New York-based design firm, Kravitz Design, created the Trousdale collection of cabinet and door sets inspired by mid-century modern architecture of the Beverly Hills enclave Trousdale Estates. The design innovation and craftsmanship are available in 10 finishes.